
Limited Time D&D 5E Campaign
Expansion Pack
July 2, 2024

Get  the  new  D&D  5E  bundle  on  DriveThruRPG!  New  adventures,
ancestries, adventure hooks, NPCs, maps, and more. Save 45%!
#DnD #TTRPG

Run a #TTRPG for 100+ players
at once with Crowdplay
July 2, 2024

Run a #TTRPG for 100+ players at once with Crowdplay! This free
kit lets you introduce 5e #DnD through a simplified, shared
encounter. Spark TTRPG passion in massive new audiences!
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5 DnD ChatGPT Prompts to Make
Your Game Better
July 2, 2024

Using AI chatbots like ChatGPT to enhance your #DnD game, their
limitations & alternative solutions #TTRPG
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Explore language & masculinity in TTRPGs with @dashiellsteven!
How can we create more inclusive gaming tables? Listen & learn!
#TTRPGs #genderdiversity #gamingculture

Gaining Advantage 36: A Game-
Changing Education Revolution
July 2, 2024

This education expert is using BOARD GAMES to revolutionize how
students  learn.  Find  out  his  game-changing  tricks  to  boost
engagement, critical thinking & more!

Get a #DnD Adventure for only
$1!
July 2, 2024
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What monster has TPKed more #TTRPG parties in history than any
other? How do you fight it?

How  the  Wyrm  Worked:  2023
Retrospective
July 2, 2024

In 2023, we made strides in inclusive gaming with disability
representation,  crowdfunded  diverse  artwork  and  minis,  and
advocated for accessibility in the #TTRPG industry.
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DriveThruRPG  CCP  Partners
Prohibit TTRPG Ableism
July 2, 2024

In May 2023, I asked @drivethrurpg to add “ableism” to the
nondiscrimination  template  for  their  CCP  content  agreements.
What happened?

Unlock  New  Opportunities  for
Inclusive TTRPG
July 2, 2024

Wyrmworks Publishing has new ways to make #TTRPG more immersive
& inclusive! Get Foundry access, create canon content, get gifts
& more through updated Patreon.
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Gaining  Advantage  032:  The
Secret to Unlocking Boundless
Creativity: Tabletop RPGs for
Kids with Steph from TTRPGKids
July 2, 2024

In this episode, we speak with Steph from @ttrpgkids about using
#TTRPG to nurture creativity and connection with kids.
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